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1 Introduction
The understanding of materials brings about the assessment of their new potential appli-
cations and the development of novel materials. Semiconductor, an important class mate-
rial thanks to its peculiar electronic structure, has attracted a major fraction of modern
scientific research. A wide range of semiconductors have been discovered and used exten-
sively in the fabrication of electronic devices1–3 and light-harvesting applications, specifically
photovoltaics4–9 and photocatalysis.10–12 A comprehensive understanding of semiconductor
properties is thus necessary to further enhance its efficiency as well as to explore novel and
potential semiconductors for these applications.
Metal oxide semiconductors are promising candidates for the above-mentioned applica-
tions because of their stability and their relative abundance. However, they often suffer
from poor charge transport properties, which is important for the semiconductor efficiency.
For instance, in photocatalysis, upon the absorption of light, excited electrons and holes are
created. If the charge carriers have high mobility, they can quickly diffuse to the surface of
the photocatalyst and complete the photocatalytic cycle. In metal oxide, charge carriers are
often self-trapped and form a ”polaron”,13–16 which involves the self-trapped charge carrier
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and the lattice distortion created upon self-trapping. The polaron formation greatly limits
the charge carrier mobility because polaron transport (or polaron hopping) is a thermally
activated process. Although the polaron theory has been proposed for a long time to explain
the low mobility of charge carrier in semiconductor, it was not until recently that polaron has
been experimentally observed.17,18 Therefore, theory can play an important role in explaining
and predicting polaron formation.
Density functional theory (DFT), a computational quantum mechanical modelling method,
has been the major approach for the study of polaron.19–25 However, many challenges remain
in modeling polaron with DFT, including (1) the corrections to overcome the self-interaction
error in DFT, such as Hubbard26–28 correction and hybrid functionals, (2) the degree of
corrections being employed and (3) the lack of a consistent procedure to model polaron.
Overcoming these problems would allow for a consistence polaron study and a prediction of
polaron formation in new materials.
This Major Qualifying Project (MQP) aimed to solve the difficulties of modeling polarons
within the DFT framework. By studying electron polaron formation in several transition-
metal oxide semiconductors, our goals were to develop a comprehensive strategy for efficient
(with respect to speed and accuracy) modeling of polarons.
2 Background
2.1 Uses of Semiconductor Materials
Semiconductors are solid materials that have energy bands, or orbitals, separated by an
energy gap. This energy gap, the band gap, is defined as the energy difference between the
semiconductor’s valance band and conduction band (Figure 1a) This band gap can have
important implications on different applications such as in light-harvesting technology, and
electronic devices.
In light-harvesting applications, electrons in a semiconductor’s valance band are excited
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Figure 1: (a) Band structure of a semiconductor, and (b) photoexcited electron in photo-
catalysis and photovoltaics
to the conduction band (Figure1b). The excited electrons can participate in chemical reac-
tion and convert photon energy into chemical energy through photocatalysis. This excited
electrons can also be harvested through an external circuit and used as electrical energy,




31 In electronic devices, different semiconductors allow control of
electrical current flow. Semiconductors play an important role in electronic devices such in
diodes2 and transistors.3
Depending on the applications, certain requirements are considered in choosing a semi-
conductor, such as price and stability under operating conditions. One of the most important
characteristic is charge conductivity. Faster charge conductivity can lead to improved effi-
ciency for a semiconductor. For instance, upon absorption of light semiconductors create
excited electrons and holes (Figure 1b). If the electrons can quickly get to the surface of
the semiconductor before recombining with the holes, they can participate in chemical re-
actions and reduce reactants during a photocatalytic cycle. On the other hand, if electrons
fail to diffuse to the surface, and instead recombine with holes they cannot facilitate the
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reactions. Therefore, understanding the nature of charge carriers in semiconductors can give
insight into improving charge conductivity, their lifetime, and improving the performance of
semiconductors.
2.2 Nature of Polarons
Charge conductivity in semiconductors depends on how the charge carriers move through the
materials. Two types of charge transport can occur in semiconductors: band-like conduction
and polaron hopping. Band-like conduction shares similar characteristics to conduction in
metals, in which charge carriers are dispersed across multiple atoms in bands and this results
in high charge conductivity. On the contrary, polaron hopping involves self-trapping of the
charge carriers, which results in lower charge conductivity. During polaron transport the
self-trapped charge hops from one site to another, and must overcome an activation barrier
to hop from site to site (Figure 2).
Figure 2: Schematic for polaron hopping process in TiO2. Black atoms represents Ti and
white atoms represent O. Top: electron is localized on the Ti atom on the left. Middle:
electron is shared between the two Ti atoms. Bottom: electron hops and is localized on Ti
atom on the right. Larger sphere radius indicates the effect of electron being localized on
specific atom.
A polaron is a quasiparticle resulting from the interactions of a conducting (or unpaired)
electron (or a hole) with vibrating ions. Such interactions create local distortions on sur-
rounding ions, and the potential well produced by these distortions lowers the carrier’s energy
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and confine the carrier on an ion.16 Depending on its spatial extension, a polaron can be
classified as a ”large polaron” or a ”small polaron”. A large polaron involves charge carriers
having large spatial extent, typically greater than the bulk lattice cell of the material. In
contrast, a ”small polaron” is confined to a region smaller than the cell, usually an atom or
a few atoms. Instead of going into details about polaron characteristics, we refer the readers
to several helpful reviews on polaron.13–16
Different types of polaron result in different carrier mobility. Experimentally, the carrier
mobility in solid materials is often determined by drift mobility, which measures the mobility
caused by an electric field due to an externally applied voltage. Large polarons usually have
moderate drift mobility values, which are greater than 1 cm2V−1s−1, such as with SnO2 16
and WO3.
32 Small polarons have an extremely small drift mobility value on the order of 10−4
-10−1 cm2V−1s−1, such as with BiVO4 33 and α-Fe2O3.7
Several metal oxides are potential semiconductors in the above-mentioned applications
because they are stable under aqueous and oxidized environments (the operating conditions
for light-harvesting and electronic devices applications, respectively) and they are cheap.
However, it has been proposed that the charge transport mechanism in several metal oxides is
polaron hopping, which results in low charge conductivity. Therefore, a better understanding
of polaron formation could provide a basis to understand charge transport in metal oxides.
Prediction of polaron formation especially could help screen new materials for electronic
devices, photocatalysis and photovoltaic applications.
2.3 Previous Modeling of Polarons
Several approaches have been employed to model and study polarons in metal oxides. In this
section, we give an overview of previous modeling of polaron formation in (1) TiO2 rutile and
anatase, (2) monoclinic BiVO4 (m-BiVO4), and (3) monoclinic HfO2 (m-HfO2). These four
materials have been used in all main applications of semiconductors. TiO2 rutile, anatase and
m-BiVO4 have been widely used in photocatalytic applications.
34–37 α−Fe2O3 has been used
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as photoanode for photovoltaics applications.38,39 m-HfO2 has been used widely in electronic
devices such as in transistor gate dielectric stack40,41 and in resistance switching random
access memory (RRAM).42
Deskins et. al19 modeled small polarons in the two phases of TiO2 (rutile and anatase),
showing that a small polaron is formed in both phases. They predicted that intrinsic electron
transport in bulk titania is faster in rutile than in anatase. Using hybrid density functional
theory (DFT), Spreafico et. al21 also modeled polaron formation in TiO2 rutile and anatase,
showing agreement with Deskins et. al19 that a small polaron is formed in rutile. However,
their results predicted large polaron formation in anatase. Setvin et. al20 combined both
theory and experiments, showing that polaron formation is always favorable in TiO2 rutile,
while for anatase, the polaron type depends on the source of the excess electron, with small
polaron formation occurs with a surface O vacancy and large polaron formation occurs with
Nb-doped TiO2.
Ramo et. al24 modeled electron and hole polarons formation in monoclinic HfO2 and
predicted that both electron and hole polaron formation are favorable in m-HfO2. Wang et.
al42 experimentally measured charge conductivity in Pt/HfO2 − x/TiN, showing that small
polaron hopping accounts for the conductance in low-resistance states of bulk HfO2. Cheng
et al.,43 using density functional theory, also showed that the excess electrons from oxygen
vacancies in bulk HfO2 form polarons at high vacancy concentration.
Using first principle calculations, Kweon et. al22 predicted electron polaron formation in
m-BiVO4 with a hopping barrier of 0.35 eV. Liu et. al,
44 using first principles and mesoscale
kinetic simulations, predicted intrinsic electron and hole polaron transport in m-BiVO4. The
results emphasize the importance of facet selectivity in charge carrier mobility. Ziwritsch
et. al18 experimentally observed hole polaron formation in m-BiVO4 and measured the hole
mobility and thermal hopping activation energy. Rettie et. al16 studied the electrical trans-
port properties of single crystal of W and Mo-doped BiVO4, showing that their resistivity
data fits the small polaron hopping model.
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2.4 Challenges in Modeling Polarons
Molecular modeling at atomic scale can bring important insights as well as predict polaron
formation, charge carrier mobility and polaron hopping barrier. Density Functional Theory
(DFT), a computational quantum mechanical modelling method, has been used widely for
these purposes. A thorough review of DFT will be addressed in the Methodology section.
Although DFT has been used widely to model polaron formation, several intrinsic draw-
backs of DFT should be addressed in order to gain confidence over the model results. Firstly,
to form a polaron, corrections to the self-interaction error in DFT must be used, either in
the form of a Hubbard correction26–28 or a hybrid functional. Density functional theory with
Hubbard correction, or so-called DFT+U, is used to treat strong on-site Coulomb interac-
tion of localized electrons that is not well describe by pure DFT. Hybrid functional is a type
of approximation to the exchange-correlation energy of DFT that incorporates a portion of
exact exchange from Hartree-Fock theory. These corrections lead the second problem, in
which polaron formation depends on the type and the extent of the corrections. For ex-
ample, polarons can only be formed at certain Ueffective values
20 with Hubbard correction
or at certain percentage Hartree-Fock exchange values.21,44 As a result, choosing the ’right’
correction is important in better modeling of polarons in semiconductors. Thirdly, even with
those corrections applied, polarons might form, depending on other simulation parameters,
such as the initial geometry. Therefore, having effective techniques to model polarons can
greatly improve modeling of polaron formation.
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3 Methodology
3.1 Overview of Density Functional Theory
The Schrdinger equation is the fundamental equation of physics for describing quantum
mechanical behavior. The time-independent Schrdinger equation is expressed as
Hˆψ = Eψ
where Hˆ is the Hamiltonian operator, which corresponds to the sum of the kinetic energies
and potential energies of all the particles in the system; E is the energy level of the system and
ψ is the wavefunction that defines the state of the system at each spatial position. Solving
Schrdinger equation gives the exact wavefunction of the system, from which we can obtain
observable quantities. However, the Schrdinger cannot be solved exactly for system than
contains more than two electrons. As a result, different approximations are employed to get
the approximate solutions for Schrdinger equation such as Hartree Fock theory, perturbation
theory and Density Functional Theory (DFT) approach.
Compared to other approximations, DFT gives the best balance between calculation
speed and accuracy. As a result, DFT has been a powerful tool to explore and under-
stand the electronic structure of molecules, bulk materials, surfaces and nanoparticles. DFT
has been used to understand molecular-level structures,45,46 catalytic processes,47 electron
transport,19,20,23 solar energy harvesting and conversion, and many more applications.
DFT is a quantum mechanical approach proposed by Kohn and Sham48 to approxi-
mate the solution for the difficult many-body system in the Schrodinger equation. DFT
uses a reference system in which electrons are noninteracting, more specifically, uncorrelated
(except that they must obey Pauli exclusion principle), and are assumed to only interact
through an effective, average electrostatic potential. An exchange-correlation functional is
used to correct for this assumption. As a result, the accuracy of DFT calculations de-
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pend on the formulation of the exchange-correlation functional. The most commonly used
exchange-correlation functionals in solid-state calculations utilize the generalized gradient
approximation (GGA), which use the information about the local electron density and the
local gradient in the electron density to calculate the electron exchange and correlation en-
ergy. The electron density gives the probability of an electron being at a certain location
in space around the nuclei. An example of a GGA functional is the functional proposed by
Perdew Burke Ernzerhof (PBE).49
Similar to other ab initio methods, DFT uses basis sets to approximate the electronic
wavefunction. Depending on the system, a molecular basis sets (such as 6-31G) which uses
Gaussian functions to describe the electrons, or a plane wave basis sets, which utilizes periodic
boundary conditions, can be used. Different DFT codes have been developed using these
different types of basis sets. For example, NWChem and Gaussian are common DFT codes
for molecular system, while Vienna Ab initio (VASP), CASTEP and Quantum-Espresso are
commonly used for periodic system.
Because DFT includes self-exchange and self-correlation interactions, in which electron
can exchange and correlate with itself, DFT tends to produce excessively delocalized charge
distributions.50 This excessive delocalization gives rise to problems such as producing too
small a band gap in semiconductors19,43,44,51 or underestimating the stability of high-spin
states solids with high magnetic moments. A correction term for this delocalized behav-
ior, the Hubbard correction or DFT+U26–28 method, has often been employed to overcome
this delocalization problem by including correction factors for the strong on-site Coulomb
interaction of localized electrons. Therefore, DFT+U can be used to better model highly
localized electrons such as with polaron formation or defects. Another approach to better
describe electronic structures is hybrid-GGA, which include a partial or full Hartree-Fock
exchange to decrease or eliminate the self-interaction error.
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3.2 Computational Details
We summarize our approach to modeling polarons in the following. The reader may read
several excellent reviews30,52,53 to further understand the nature of DFT modeling and the
parameters involved.
3.2.1 Modeling Parameters
Spin polarized DFT calculations were performed using the Vienna Ab initio Simulation
Package (VASP).54–57 The valence electrons were represented by plane waves with a cutoff
energy of 450 eV for TiO2 rutile, TiO2 anatase and 500 eV for monoclinic BiVO4 and 550 eV
for monoclinic m-HfO2, similar to other theoretical work on these materials.
19,22,43,58 Core
electrons were treated by projector augmented wave (PAW) potentials.59,60 The number of
valence electrons for O, Ti, Hf, V, Ta, Cr and Bi were 6, 10, 10, 11, 11, 12 and 15, respectively.
We used the generalized gradient approximation by Perdew-Becke-Ernzerhof(PBE)49 for the
exchange correlation functional. The convergence criteria for electronic states and geometries
were 10−5 eV and 2x10−2 eV/A, respectively.
For TiO2 lattice parameter optimization, a k-point mesh of 12x12x12 was used for the
unit cell of both rutile and anatase. The optimized lattice parameters were found to be a =
4.65 A˚, c = 2.98 A˚ for rutile, and a = 3.81 A˚, c = 9.72 A˚ for anatase. The calculated lattice
parameters are in good agreement with literature.19,25,61 We modelled supercells of (3x3x3)
for rutile, and (3x3x2) for anatase when modeling polarons. Reciprocal space was sampled
with k-point meshes of 2x2x2 for rutile and 2x2x1 for anatase, similar to Deskins et. al.19
The final supercell of rutile (Figure 3a) contain 162 atoms with the size of 13.95 A˚ x 13.95
A˚ x 8.93 A˚. The supercell of anatase (Figure 3b) contain 216 atoms with the size of 11.43 A˚
x 11.43 A˚ x 19.43 A˚.
When modeling monoclinic HfO2, a k-point mesh of 10x10x10 was used to optimize the
lattice parameters. The equilibrium volume of m-HfO2 was obtained by fitting the DFT
energies and volumes data with the Murnaghan62 equation of state. The equilibrium volume
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Figure 3: Supercells of (a) TiO2 rutile, (b) TiO2 anatase, (c) m-HfO2 and (d) m-BiVO4.
Light blue spheres are Ti, red spheres are O, dark blue spheres are Hf, grey spheres are V
and purple spheres are Bi.
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was found to be 35.1 A˚3 and the optimized lattice parameters were a = 5.14 A˚, b = 5.20
A˚, c = 5.33 A˚, and β = 99.67, in good agreement with experimental63,64 and theoretical
work.45,65,66 We modelled a supercell of (2x2x2) for m-HfO2 (Figure 3c), which contained
96 atoms with a size of 10.28 A˚ x 10.39 A˚ x 10.66 A˚. Reciprocal space was sampled with
k-point meshes of 2x2x2.
For monoclinic BiVO4, a kpoint mesh of 8x8x8 was used to optimize the lattice param-
eters. The equilibrium volume of m-HfO2 was obtained by fitting the DFT energies and
volume data with the Murnaghan62 equation of state. The equilibrium volume was found
to be 75.2 A˚3 and the optimized lattice parameters were a = 7.33 A˚, b = 11.79 A˚, c = 5.19
A˚, and β = 135.02◦, in good agreement with other PBE result.58,67 We modelled a (2x1x2)
supercell for m-BiVO4 (Figure 3d), which contains 96 atoms with a box size of 14.65 A˚ x
11.79 A˚ x 10.37. Reciprocal space was sampled with k-point meshes of 2x2x2.
The DFT+U26 method was used to treat the strong on-site Coulomb interaction of
localized electrons. We applied the +U correction on the d orbitals of Ti (TiO2 anatase and
rutile), Hf (m-HfO2), and V (m-BiVO4). The Ueffective value we used was in the range of 1
- 10 eV in order to understand how electron localization changes with the Ueffective value.
For hybrid functional calculations, we used screened hybrid functional proposed by Heyd,
Scuseria, and Ernzerhof (HSE06),68,69 where correlation is described in GGA (PBE) and the
exchange is a mixture of 25% exact (HF) exchange and 75% PBE exchange. Because HSE06
calculation is one to two magnitude more expensive that PBE calculation, we use a k-point
mesh of 1x1x1 for all our hybrid calculation. Using converged geometries and wavefunction
from PBE+U calculations for both cases when polaron is formed and no polaron is formed,
we let the system to relax and see whether or not a polaron is formed when we use HSE06.
Traditionally, VASP is run on central processing unit (CPU). In order to reduce the calcu-
lation time, effort has been made to increase computer power by parallelization through the
usage of multi-core chips, multi-chip nodes, and multi-node computer systems.70 Recently,
VASP has been ported to general purpose graphical processing units (GPU),70–73 which in-
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volves massively parallel processing at low-cost computer systems. This GPU version of
VASP allows the simulation of larger and more complex system by reducing the compu-
tational cost. In our study, the GPU version of VASP was tested and compared with the
standard CPU version of VASP to find the best settings. We chose single metal adsorption
on TiO2 anatase (101) as the study benchmark, based on our previous publication
74 since
these CPU results were already available. Figure 4 shows that the GPU settings with high
precision (PREC = HIGH) and LREAL = AUTO give best agreement with the CPU calcu-
lations, resulting in energy differences of less than 0.02 eV for the tested systems. Therefore,
these two settings were used throughout our results.
Figure 4: Energy difference for metal adsorption on TiO2 between the VASP GPU version
and CPU version using different settings. The energy of the CPU VASP calculations was
taken as the reference energy.
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Figure 5: Two methods used to obtain polaron: Bond Distortion Method and Electron
Attractor Method
3.2.2 Methods for Modeling Polarons
To model polaron, we added one extra electron to each cell, which was then compensated by
a uniform background charge. DFT, DFT+U and Hybrid DFT prefer the delocalized unless
certain initial guesses (in terms of geometry and charge density) are given to guide the
calculations.75,76 We explored two methods to model polaron formation, the bond distortion
method and electron attractor method (Figure 5). In the bond distortion method the bonds
around the preferred polaron site are elongated, while in the electron attractor approach a
nucleus with larger positive charge is used to attract electrons to that atomic site. Both
methods have been used before.19,24,25,75,76
To better assess the stability between a polaron solution and a delocalized solution, we
calculated polaron formation energy (Epol), which is the difference between the energy of the
polaron solution and the energy of the delocalized solution.
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3.2.3 Bond Distortion Method
In this approach a designated atomic position (e.g. Ti in TiO2) has bonds elongated around
that site to mimic the polaronic structure. Electron polarons typically have elongated
bonds.19,22,24 This initial structure is then optimized using DFT and DFT+U. Figure 6
shows examples of TiO2, where the six Ti-O bonds around a Ti site were elongated by keep-
ing the Ti atom fixed and move the O away from the Ti. The Ti-O bonds were elongated by
various degrees,between 0 and 8% for TiO2. Similarly, for HfO2, we stretched the seven Hf-O
bonds surrounding the Hf site, respectively, by 0%, 2%, 4%, 6% and 8%, and let the system
relax. For m-BiVO4, we elongated the four V-O bonds surrounding the V site similarly by
0%, 2%, 4%, 6% and 8%.
Figure 6: The bond distortion method illustrated for (a) rutile and (b) anatase. Bonds are
stretched in the initial geometry in order to create a polaronic-like structure. Optimization
of this distorted structure could lead to polaron formation. Blue spheres represent Ti atoms,
and red spheres represent O atoms.
3.2.4 Electron Attractor Method
In the electron attractor method. a substituted atom with a more positive nucleus is used
to attract an electron to a specific site (e.g. V or Cr in place of Ti). The system with the
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replaced atom is fully relaxed which may form a polaron structure at the substituted atomic
site. The wavefunction and geometry from this calculation are then used for an optimization
without the substituted atom. An example for TiO2 is shown in Figure 7. The total number
of electrons of the system with and without the substituted atom are kept the same such that
the system without the substituted atom has one extra electron. For m-HfO2 and m-BiVO4,
Ta and Cr were chosen as the substituted atoms, respectively.
Figure 7: The electron attractor method illustrated for TiO2 rutile. (a) A supercell with V
substituted at a Ti site is optimized, and the converged wavefunction and geometry are then
used for a calculation with a (b) supercell only having Ti atoms.
4 Results and Discussion
4.1 Polaron formation in TiO2
4.1.1 Typical Polarons in TiO2
In this section, we discuss the typical features of polarons in TiO2. We verified that a polaron
formed using several methods. We visually inspected the spin density to identify the site(s)
on which an unpaired electron is localized. Figure 8 shows a spin density plot around the
polaronic Ti site for rutile and anatase. Ti sites with no polarons had no spin density.
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Quantitatively, we checked if there were lattice distortions surrounding the polaron site
compared to the neutral TiO2 bulk. In Figure 8, the Ti-O bonds surrounding the Ti polaron
site are elongated similar to previous literature results.19–21,77 We also performed Bader
charge analysis78–81 on the charge density and spin density of the system, and compared
the Bader charge and Bader spin density with the delocalized solution. For both anatase
and rutile, the Bader charge at a Ti polaronic site was about 2.0-2.1, and the charge at a
non-polaronic site was in the range of 2.3-2.5. Non-polaronic Ti sites always give values of
0e for the Bader spin density, while polaronic sites give spin density of 0.70e - 0.95e for both
rutile and anatase, in agreement with results from Chrtien et al.25 for the TiO2 rutile (110)
surface.
Figure 8: Example polarons formed in (a) rutile and (b) anatase. Shown are spin density
plots around the polaronic Ti site. The numbers show the % that the Ti-O bonds increased
upon polaron formation. U values of 3 eV (rutile) and 4 eV (anatase) were used for these
structures.
4.1.2 Bond Distortion Method
The bond distortion method attempts to create an initial structure that mimics the polaron
so that optimization to the polaronic state becomes easier. For TiO2, we distorted the
bonds around a chosen Ti atom by extending the Ti-O bonds (through moving the O atoms
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and keeping the Ti atom fixed) by 0, 2, 4, 6, and 8% relative to the non-distorted bulk
structure. We also used U values between 1 and 10 eV on the d-orbitals of the Ti atoms.
These combinations of bond distortions percentages and U values allowed us to assess which
parameters could be ideal for modeling polarons.
Figure 9: Polaron formation energies in (a) rutile and (b) anatase using different U values.
Shown are results for a 4% initial Ti-O bond lengthening. Polarons only started to form
when U ≥ 3 eV in rutile and U ≥ 4 eV in anatase. At these U values, 4, 6 and 8 % distortion
gave similar polaron results. The 2% distortion results formed polarons only for U ≥ 4 eV
for rutile and U ≥ 5 for anatase. Polarons do not form when no initial distortions were
present, regardless of the U value. The complete polaron formation energies are shown in
the Appendix, Table A1 and A2.
We found that without any initial distortion (0% Ti-O distortion), electrons always de-
localized throughout the system, no matter what U value was employed. Polaron formation
only occurred when an initial distortion was introduced to the bulk TiO2. We also found
that the 6% and 8% Ti-O bond distortions always converged to the same solutions as the
4% distortion results. A 2% distortion required larger U values (U ≥ 4 eV for rutile and
U ≥ 5 eV for anatase) than a 4% distortion (U ≥ 3 eV for rutile and U ≥ 4 eV for anatase)
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to form a polaron, but converged to the same solution as the 4% distortion results when
the polaron formed. A full listing of all formation energies at each U value is given in the
Appendix, Table A1 and A2.
Polaron formation energies (Epol) with different Ueffective values for rutile and anatase
are shown in Figure 9 for calculations with initial 4% Ti-O bond lengthening. As mentioned
earlier, because 4, 6 and 8% distortion always give similar results and 2% distortion only
gives polaron solution at larger U values than 4% distortion, we only show the results using
4% Ti-O bond distortion in Figure 9. We found that polarons formed when U ≥ 3 eV for
rutile and U ≥ 4 eV for anatase, in good agreement with previous theoretical work.20,25
We found that as the U value increases, the polaron formation energy increased, in
agreement with previous GGA+U calculation on polaron formation in TiO2.
19,20 We also
saw that polaron formation energies for rutile were lower than for anatase by ∼ 0.3 eV, in
agreement with previous theoretical results20,21 showing a polaron is more likely to form in
rutile than in anatase.
Figure 10: Final average, minimum, and maximum Ti-O bond elongations at different U
values starting from an initial 4% distortion. Results are for (a) rutile and (b) anatase.
Polaron is formed when U ≥ 3eV for rutile and U ≥ 4 eV for anatase, as evidenced by the
Ti-O elongations.
Figure 10 shows the average, minimum and maximum Ti-O bond elongations after con-
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vergence at different U values. For a given delocalized solution (U less than 3 eV for rutile
and U less than 4 eV for anatase), the geometry was similar to the original bulk geometry.
On the other hand, when a polaron formed, the average, minimum and maximum final bond
elongations increased and eventually reached common values. For rutile, the common values
for the average, minimum and maximum %Ti-O bond distortion are 3.9%, 2.4% and 4.6 %.
These values for anatase are 3.6%, 3.5% and 3.7%, respectively. As a result, 4% initial Ti-O
bond distortion for rutile and anatase gave initial guesses very close to the polaron structure.
As we will discuss later on, 4% distortion also resulted in the fastest convergence.
Figure 11: Projected density of states for TiO2 rutile using different U values where a polaron
formed. The zero energy is chosen as the conduction band minimum (CBM). The polaron
exists as a small gap state predominantly on Ti atoms. At U values of 9 and 10 eV, the
polaron was completely within the valence band.
In Figure 11, we show the calculated density of states for TiO2 rutile at different U values
where a polaron formed. Similar plots for anatase is shown in the Appendix, Figure 1. At
low U values (U = 3 eV), the polaronic state is located near the conduction band minimum
(CBM). As the U values increased, the polaronic state shifted toward the valence band
maximum (VBM) before completely merging into the VBM (U = 8eV). Experimentally, the
polaron state below conduction band minimum is about 0.7 eV for rutile20,77 and 1 eV for
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anatase.20 The polaron location with respect to the conduction band will be discuss further
in Section 4.1.4.
Figure 12: Total number of self consistent field (SCF) steps needed for complete geometry
optimization for the cases when a polaron formed in (a) rutile and (b) anatase.
We examined how long different initial distortion would take to converge to a final polaron
structure. In general, 4% bond distortion gave the smallest number of geometry steps for
both rutile and anatase. Figure 12 shows the total number of self-consistent field (SCF) steps
needed to converge to a polaron solution starting with different %Ti-O bond distortion levels
and at different U values. The number of SCF steps was summed up from all the geometry
steps. The number of geometry steps for each case are given in Figure ??. For rutile the
number of SCF steps generally increased with increasing U values, but this relationship was
not as strong for anatase. An initial 4% Ti-O bond distortion generally led to the smallest
number of SCF steps to reach convergence. The 4% distortion case better mimicked the
final polaron solution, which could explain why it generally required the fewest number of
steps to converge. In general, however, there was not a strong relationship between number
of SCF steps and initial % distortion.
To conclude, we showed that for both rutile and anatase, polaron formation requires
initial distortion around the Ti polaron site and at least moderate U values applied to d
orbitals on Ti atoms. When a polaron was formed, different initial distortions converged to
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the same polaron solution. We also showed that an initial 4% bond distortion gave the best
results in both forming a polaron and in the calculation speed. The 4% distortion is closest
to the final solution, which explains why this % distortion worked so well.
4.1.3 Electron Attractor Method
The electron attractor method attempts to create a polaronic state by localizing an unpaired
electron on a designated site using atoms (V or Cr) that have more positive nucleus than
Ti, or by substituting atoms that attract electrons more than other lattice atoms. For the
substituted atoms (V or Cr), we employed U values of 0, 4 and 8 eV, and for the Ti atoms, we
employed U values between 1 and 8 eV. These combinations of different atom substitutions
(V and Cr), U values on the substituted atoms, and U values on Ti allowed us to assess
which parameters could be ideal for modeling polarons.
Figure 13: Polaron formation energies in (a) TiO2 rutile and (b) TiO2 anatase using the
electron attractor method. U(Ti), U(V) and U(Cr) represent the U values employed on Ti,
V and Cr, respectively. For each substituted atom (V or Cr), data is shown for the results
that give the closest results compared to the bond distortion method (4% distortion). A
complete listing of the polaron formation energies using the electron attractor method is
shown in the Appendix, Table A3 and A4.
Figure 13 shows the polaron formation energies for rutile and anatase using V and Cr
substitutions. For each substituted atom, we chose to only show the results at certain U
values applied on V/Cr (U(V)/U(Cr)) that gave the closest results to the bond distortion
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method in terms of polaron formation energy The U values employed on Ti atoms (U(Ti))
were varied for different calculations.
For rutile, polarons formed when the combination of U(V) = 0 eV and U(Ti) ≥ 6 eV
or the combination of U(Cr) = 8 eV and U(Ti) ≥ 4 eV were used (Figure 13a). Using
V-substitution, when a polaron was formed, the polaron solution was found to be similar
to that found by bond distortion method, in terms of the polaron formation energy, the
lattice distortion surrounding the polaron site and the Bader charge. Using Cr-substitution,
when U(Ti) = 4 and 5 eV, similar polaron structures to bond distortion method were found;
however, when U(Ti) = 6-8 eV, less stable polaron structures were obtained. For anatase, we
found that polarons formed when U(V) = 8 eV and U(Ti) ≥ 7eV . No polarons formed using
Cr substitution with anatase (Figure 13b). When a polaron formed using V-substitution, the
polaron structure was similar to that obtained by the bond distortion method. It should be
noted that using the bond distortion method, a polaron formed when U(Ti) ≥ 3eV for rutile
and U(Ti) ≥ 4eV for anatase. Using the electron attractor method, polarons formed when
U ≥ 4eV for rutile using Cr-substitution and U ≥ 7eV for anatase using V-substitution.
Therefore, we conclude that the electron attractor method did not predict polaron formation
at low U(Ti) values, while the bond distortion method did.
To explain why the electron attractor method did not form polarons at small U(Ti) values,
and why it also gave several less stable polaron structures than the bond distortion method,
we examined at the geometry of the converged solution after replacing Ti with V or Cr (but
before the substituted atom was removed and replaced by Ti). Figure 14 shows the V-O or
Cr-O bond length distortions compared to neutral TiO2. For rutile (Figure 14a), the average
V-O bonds were shortened after relaxation, giving an unfavorable starting geometry for the
final polaron calculations; polarons in TiO2 elongate Ti-O bonds. On the other hand, Cr-O
bonds were elongated, giving a favorable starting geometry for final polaron calculations. The
bond lengths also explain why Cr-substitution results agree more with the bond distortion
method, than the V-substitution results (Figure 13a). For anatase (Figure 14b), both the
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Figure 14: Average M-O bond length distortions (compared to bulk TiO2) for optimized
structures with one Ti atom substituted by V or Cr. (a) TiO2 rutile and (b) TiO2 anatase.
M represents V or Cr.
average V-O and Cr-O bonds were shortened after relaxation, except for the combinations of
U(V) = 8 eV and U(Ti) = 0 and 4 eV, and U(Cr) = 8 eV and U(Ti) = 0 and 6 eV. Similar
to rutile, these shortened V-O and Cr-O bonds created an unfavorable starting geometry for
final polaron calculations since polarons elongate Ti-O bonds.
We originally hypothesized that using substituted atoms with more positive nuclei would
attract electrons, which would create better geometries and wavefunctions for polaron for-
mation calculations. We calculated the Bader spin charge of the substituted atoms, V or
Cr, as shown in Figure 15. These results are for structures before the V/Cr was removed
and replaced by Ti atoms. For rutile (Figure 15a), results from the bond distortion method
showed that upon polaron formation, the Bader spin charge of the Ti polaron site was about
0.9e-. V-replacement gave good agreement in terms of the spin charge, while Cr-replacement
overestimates the spin charge of the polaron site. Incorrect initial wavefunctions might be
the reason that using Cr-replacement led to less stable polaron structures in rutile at U(Ti)
= 6-8 eV (Figure 13a). Similarly, incorrect initial wavefunctions might be the reason for no
polaron formation when Cr substitution was used in anatase.
Figure 16 shows the total number of SCF steps compared between the electron attrac-
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Figure 15: Bader spin charges for optimized structures with one Ti atom substituted by V
or Cr. Results are shown for the substituted atom in (a) TiO2 rutile and (b) TiO2 anatase.
For comparison spin densities of polaronic Ti atoms using the bond distortion method are
shown.
Figure 16: The total number of SCF steps for calculations in which polarons formed using
the electron attractor method for (a) rutile and (b) anatase.
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tor method and bond distortion method (4% distortion) for calculations in which polarons
formed. The bond distortion method required e a smaller number of SCF steps than the elec-
tron attractor method for both rutile and anatase. The bond distortion method started with
a geometry closer to the actual polaronic state than the electron attractor method, which is
why fewer steps were required. For rutile, Cr-replacement generally required smaller number
of SCF steps than V-replacement because the geometry generated using Cr-replacement was
closer to the correct polaron solution (Figure 14a). In general, it appeared that the electron
attractor method might give dubious results and may not be an effect way to model polarons.
4.1.4 Polarons and Hybrid Functionals with TiO2
Hybrid functionals, HSE0668 in particular, have been shown to better describe the electronic
structure of TiO2
82 than pure DFT or DFT+U calculations. Therefore, we employed the
HSE06 functional to study polaron formation in TiO2. We compared the HSE06 results with
the DFT and DFT+U results. It has been known that the HSE06 functional is much more
computational expensive than DFT+U calculations. To reduce the computational cost and
speed up convergence of the HSE06 calculations, we used previously converged geometries
and wavefunctions from GGA+U calculations as starting points for the HSE06 calculations.
We used the converged solutions from U = 6 eV for both rutile and anatase. The converged
polaron geometry and wavefunction was obtained from 4% distortion calculations and the
converged delocalized solution was obtained from 0% distortion for both rutile and anatase.
We chose to start from both delocalized and localized GGA+U solutions to determine the
effect on polaron formation using the HSE06 functional. It would also be interesting to use
the converged solutions from other U values, but because of time constraint, we were not
able to do so.
For rutile, we found that a polaron was formed only when we started with a polaron
solution as the initial guess. Delocalized HSE06 solutions always occured when we started
with GGA+U delocalized geometries/wavefunctions. The polaron formation energy was -
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0.59 eV using HSE06, which is equivalent to results obtained from GGA+U with U ∼ 5
eV. The Bader charge on the polaron Ti atom was 2.1 e-, and the Bader spin density
value was 0.72 e-. For TiO2 anatase, no polaron solution was obtained when starting from
either localized or delocalized GGA+U geometries/wavefunctions. This result for anatase
agrees with previous results from Spreafico et al.,21 who showed that using HSE06 (25% HF
exchange) and a small supercell, the delocalized solution is more favorable than the polaronic
solution in anatase. Spreafico et al. also noted that when using a bigger supercell and higher
%HF exchange, polaronic solution were obtained in anatase. As a result, we suspect that
simulation of a larger anatase supercell might lead to a polaron.
Figure 17: Energy location of polaron states obtained from GGA+U, HSE06, and experi-
ments for (a) rutile and (b) anatase. No polaron formed using HSE06 for anatase. Experi-
mental results are from Setvin et al.20
To validate our simulation results, we compared the calculated polaron energy locations
(with respect to the conduction band) using GGA+U and HSE06 to experiment results
(Figure 17). Experimentally, the small polaron state is about 0.7 eV below the conduction
band minimum (CBM) in rutile20,77 and about 1 eV below the conduction band minimum
for anatase.20 For rutile, Figure 17a shows that HSE06 overestimated the polaron location
by about 0.5 eV. The polaron location in the GGA+U calculations, on the other hand,
depended on the U value employed. To obtain a polaron state similar to the experimental
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polaron state, a U value of about 4 eV should be used for rutile. For anatase, no polaron was
formed using HSE06. For the GGA+U calculations, the polaron location also depended on
the U value being applied (Figure 17b). To obtain a polaron state similar to the experimental
polaron state, a U value of about 4 eV should be used for anatase. It also should be noted
the Setvin et al.20 experimentally found two different polaron states for anatase, with a small
polaron (mentioned earlier) located about 1 eV below the CBM and a large polaron about
0.04 eV below the CBM. The type of polaron, according to Setvin et al., depended on the
source of the extra electrons: Oxygen vacancies in TiO2 resulted in small polaron formation
and Nb doping in TiO2 resulted in large polaron formation. Therefore, as mentioned earlier,
a larger supercell for anatase might be needed to model polarons, since a small supercell
may not accommodate a large polaron.
Figure 18: Band gaps obtained from GGA, GGA+U and HSE06 calculations, and experi-
ments for (a) rutile and (b) anatase. Experimental band gaps for rutile and anatase were
obtained from Tang et al.83 and Pascual et al.,84 respectively.
Another important feature of semiconductors is the band gap. Figure 18 shows the band
gap obtained from GGA, GGA+U, HSE06 calculations, and experimental results. Experi-
mentally, the band gap is near 3.0 eV for rutile83 and 3.2 eV for anatase.84 Figure 18 shows
that GGA calculations severely underestimated the band gap in both rutile and anatase.
With GGA+U, by increasing the U values, we obtained the experimental band gap of both
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rutile and anatase using U = 9 and 6 eV, respectively, similar to previous GGA+U cal-
culations.19 We found that HSE06 slightly overestimated the band gap of TiO2 rutile and
anatase, giving band gaps of 3.19 eV and 3.63 eV, respectively. These calculated band gaps
are in good agreement with other HSE06 calculations,82 which found the band gaps of rutile
and anatase to be 3.37 eV and 3.58 eV.
To summarize, we showed that both GGA+U and HSE06 can be used to model polarons
in rutile. HSE06 slightly overestimated the polaron state location below the conduction
band. By tuning the U value, GGA+U was able to obtain the experimental polaron location.
Similar, by tuning the U value, GGA+U could obtain the polaron location in the band gap
for anatase. HSE06 did not form a polaron in anatase, but as explained earlier, increasing
the anatase supercell size might facilitate polaron formation. HSE06 was better at describing
the band gap for TiO2 than pure DFT, but the associated computational cost of employing
HSE06 was much larger than using DFT+U.
4.2 HfO2
4.2.1 Typical polaron formation in m-HfO2
Similar to previous polaron calculations with TiO2 rutile and anatase, we verified that po-
larons formed in m-HfO2. We examined the spin density to see if there was electron localiza-
tion on certain Hf sites. Figure 19 shows the spin density around the polaronic Hf site(s) for
m-HfO2. Non-polaronic Hf sites will have no spin density. Figure 19a shows that at U = 6
eV, the unpaired electron was localized on three neighboring Hf atoms that shared a mutual
O atom. Figure 19b shows that at U = 8 eV, the unpaired electron was completely localized
on a single Hf atom. We also performed Bader charge analysis78–81 on the charge density
and spin density of the system. We compared the Bader charge and Bader spin density with
the delocalized solutions. The Bader charge of a polaronic Hf atom was 2.3-2.5 e-, while
non-polaronic Hf atoms had a charge of 2.7-2.8. The Bader spin density charge of a polaron
site was 0.3e - 0.8e and of a non-polaron site was 0 e-. Furthermore, we checked if there were
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Figure 19: Example polarons formed in m-HfO2 using 4% initial Hf-O bond distortion with
(a) U(Hf) = 6eV and (b) U(Hf) = 8eV. Shown are spin density plots around the polaronic
Hf site(s). The numbers show the % that the Hf-O bonds increased upon polaron formation.
Blue spheres represent Hf atoms and red spheres represent O atoms.
lattice distortions surrounding the polaron site(s) compared to the neutral m-HfO2 bulk. In
Figure 19a, the three Hf-O bonds of the three Hf polaron sites remained the same, while the
fourth Hf-O bond was elongated. In Figure 19b, the seven Hf-O bonds surrounding the Hf
polaron site were elongated.
4.2.2 Bond Distortion Method
We found that without and initial distortion of Hf-O bonds, no polaron was formed, regard-
less of the U value applied. When a polaron was formed, 2, 4, 6 and 8% distortion converged
to the same solution. However, different combinations of U value and % distortion dictated
whether a polaron formed or not (Appendix, Table A4). For instance, when a U = 7 eV
was employed, 2, 4 and 6% initial distortions converged to the same polaron solution, but a
8% distortion relaxed to a delocalized solution. Another example was when U = 10 eV was
employed, the 4,6 and 8% distortions converged to the same polaron solution, but the 2%
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distortion relaxed to a delocalized solution.
Figure 20: Polaron formation energies in m-HfO2 compared to the U value on Hf. Results
show results for 0% and 4% initial Hf-O bond distortions. No polaron is formed without
initial distortion, no matter what U value was employed. Polarons formed when U ≥ 6eV
using 4% Hf-O bond distortion. For 4% Hf-O distortion, at U = 4 and 5 eV, the distortion
converged to a slightly more stable structure, but no polaron was formed. A full listing of
polaron formation energy is shown in the Appendix, Table A5.
Figure 20 shows the polaron formation energies at different U values for two different
initial Hf-O bond distortion levels (0% and 4% distortion). We found that a polaron formed
with U ≥ 6 eV if a bond distortion was applied to the initial geometry. We note that at
lower U values (U = 4 eV and 5 eV), the initial distortion led to a slightly more stable
geometry (as indicated in Figure 20, by the energies being negative), but no polaron was
actually formed at these U values. As the U values increased, polaron formation became
more favorable compared to delocalized solutions, similar to the TiO2 results.
We found that the choice of U value significantly affected the polaron solution. At U
= 6 eV, the unpaired electron was disproportionately distributed on three neighboring Hf
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Figure 21: Final average, minimum and maximum Hf-O bond lenght elongations surrounding
the Hf polaronic site at different U values using initial 4% Hf-O distortion. For cases in which
electron is localized on three Hf atoms (U = 6 and 7 eV), the Hf atom with the highest Bader
spin density was chosen as the polaronic site.
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ions sharing a four-coordinated O atom (Figure 19a). The Bader spin charges distributed
on these three Hf ions were 32%:12%:10%, with the rest of the spin density on other O and
Hf ions in the cell.The sharing of the extra electron on 3 neighboring Hf ions was similar to
results obtained by Ramo et al.,24 who used a B3LYP hybrid functional. However, as the U
value increased, the unpaired electron became fully localized on a single Hf site, as shown
in Figure 19b. Similar to results for TiO2, as the U value increased, the polaron became
bigger as the average, minimum and maximum Hf-O bonds surrounding the Hf polaronic
site increased and eventually reached common values of 2.9%, 1.8% and 4.3%, respectively
(Figure 21).
Figure 22: Projected density of states for m-HfO2. The zero energy was chosen as the
conduction band minimum (CBM).
In Figure 22, we show the calculated density of states for m-HfO2 at different U values
where a polaron was formed. When a polaron was first formed (U = 6 eV), the polaronic
state was located near the conduction band minimum (CBM). As the U values increased,
the polaronic state shifted toward the valence band maximum (VBM). Because polaron was
formed in m-HfO2 at higher U values (U ≥ 6 eV) than in TiO2 (U ≥ 3 eV for rutile and
U ≥ 4 eV for anatase), and the band gap of m-HfO2 (5.7 eV experimentally85) is greater
than that of TiO2, the polaron state did not reach the valence band at U = 10 eV for
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m-HfO2. If we applied a higher U value on Hf atoms, we would expect similar results to
TiO2, in which the polaron state would reach and merge with the valence band. Figure 26b
shows the polaron state below CBM versus U values. Experimentally, using ellipsometry
on m-HfO2 thin film, Takeuchi et al.
85 identified a broad absorption band lying about 1.2
eV below the conduction band, which might be intepreted as the polaron state below the
conduction band.
Figure 23: Total number of self consistent field (SCF) steps for cases where a polaron is
formed
Figure 23 shows the total number of self-consistent field (SCF) steps needed to converge
to a polaron solution with different initial distortions and different U values. We found that
2% and 4% Hf-O initial bond elongations generally gave the smallest number of SCF steps
because they were closer to the average Hf-O bonds in the final polaron solutions (Figure 20).
No general trend was found between the number of SCF steps with different U values being
employed and with different initial % distortion.
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4.2.3 Electron Attractor Method
Figure 24: Polaron formation energy in m-HfO2 using the electron attractor method. U(Hf)
and U(Ta) represent the U values employed on Hf and Ta. Polaron formation energy data
using the bond distortion method (4% distortion) is shown for comparison. No polarons
formed using the electron attractor method for m-HfO2. The tabulated polaron formation
energy results using the electron atractor method are shown in the Appendix, Table A6.
To evaluate the electron attractor method for m-HfO2, we substituted a Hf atom with a
Ta atom, which has a more positive nucleus than the Hf atom. We employed a U value of 0,
4 and 8 eV on the Ta substituted atom, and a U value between 1 and 8 eV for the Hf atoms.
The usage of different U values on Hf and Ta allowed us the assess various scenarious for
polaron formation in m-HfO2.
Figure 24 shows the polaron formation energy using different combinations of U(Hf) and
U(Ta). We found that no polaron was formed using electron attractor method for m-HfO2.
This was unexpected since we found polaron formation in TiO2 using the electron attractor
method. To explain why no polaron was formed, we analyzed at the average Ta-O bond
distortion for converged solution after replacing Hf with Ta, but before the substitute atom
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Figure 25: (a) Average Ta-O bond distortion compared to bulk m-HfO2 for converged solu-
tion after replacing Hf with Ta, but before the substitute atom was removed and replaced by
Hf at different U(Ta) and U(Hf) and (b) The Bader spin density of Ta for converged solution
after replacing Ta with Hf, but before the substitute atom was removed and replaced by Hf.
was removed and replaced by Hf (Figure 25a). We saw that when a Hf atom was substituted
with Ta, the bonds surrounding the polaron site were shortened, while polaron formation
elongated Hf-O bonds (Figure 21). Therefore, Ta substitution gave an unfavorable starting
geometry for polaron formation. We also looked that the Bader spin density of the Ta
substitute atom. Figure 25b shows that Ta-replacement gives a reasonable starting charge
density for m-HfO2, since the unpaired electron was localized on the Ta site. Therefore, we
concluded that electron attractor method using Ta substitution, though gave good initial
guess for the charge density, failed to form a polaron because of the unfavorable starting
geometry.
Another point on the TiO2 electron attractor method that might explain the lack of
polaron formation is that electron attractor method required a U(Ti) greater than the bond
distortion method to form a polaron. For the bond distortion method in m-HfO2, polarons
only formed when U(Hf) ≥ 6eV , while here we only used U(Hf) ≤ 8 eV. Therefore, we
suspected that increasing the U(Hf) in electron attractor method calculations might help
facilitate polaron formation. We were also interested in testing electron attractor method
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using an with more positive nucleus, such as W. However, because of time limitation, we
were not able to do so.
4.2.4 Polarons and Hybrid Functionals with m-HfO2
Similar to previous TiO2 work, we used the HSE06
68 hybrid functional to study polaron
formation in m-HfO2. To reduce the computational cost, we used the converged solutions
(geometry and wavefunction) from GGA+U calculations (U = 6eV) and relaxed the structure
using HSE06 functional. Converged polaron solution was obtained from bond distortion
method using 4% Hf-O bond distortion and converged delocalized solution was from 0%
distortion. We used both delocalized solution and polaron solution as the initial guess to see
whether the polaron formation would depend on the initial guess in HSE06.
We found that HSE06 calculations always gave delocalized solutions for m-HfO2, no
matter whether we started from a converged polaron or delocalized solution from GGA+U.
However, using B3LYP hybrid functionals, Ramo et al.24 found a polaron solution lying 0.32
eV below the CBM. It should also be noted that Bradley et al.86 tried to repeat this result
from Ramo et al. using the HSE06 functional but did not succeed. Bradley et al. explained
that because the polaron state was close to the conduction band minimum, and because
HSE06 gave a smaller band gap than B3LYP, the narrower band gap might mean that the
polaron state was covered by the conduction band in HSE06 calculation. Another important
aspect is the percentage of Hatree-Fock exchange (%HF exchange) in hybrid functional
calculation, since increasing the % of HF reduces the self-interaction error in DFT and thus
favors polaron formation over delocalization. As shown earlier in the TiO2 work, increasing
the %HF exchange facilitated the polaron formation in anatase.21 Therefore, we expect that
hybrid calculations using a larger %HF exchange may allow polaron formation in m-HfO2.
We also compared the band gap of m-HfO2 at different U values (GGA+U) to HSE06
calculations and experiment in Figure 26a. Pure PBE predicted the band gap of m-HfO2 to
be 4.2 eV, significantly underestimated compared to the experimental band gap of 5.7 eV.85
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Figure 26: (a) m-HfO2 band gaps versus Ueffective compared with HSE06 and experiment.
85
(b) Polaron state location for GGA+U results and experiment.85 No polaron formed for
m-HfO2 using the HSE06 functional.
Using a U value of about 9 eV, we can obtain the experimental band gap of m-HfO2. HSE06,
on the other hand, predicted a band gap of 5.66 eV, in good agreement with experimental
results.
To summarize, we showed that HSE06 did not predict polaron formation in m-HfO2. On
the other hand, by tuning the U value, GGA+U was able to obtain the experimental polaron
state below the conduction band. We also noted that by increasing the % HF exchange, we
might be able to obtain polaron structure.
4.3 BiVO4
4.3.1 Sample polarons in BiVO4
Similar to previous polaron calculations with rutile, anatase, and m-HfO2, we verified that
polarons formed in m-BiVO4. We examined the spin density to confirm if there was electron
localization. Figure 27 shows the spin density around a polaronic V atom. The Bader charge
of a V polaron site was 2.1 - 2.3, while non-polaron V atoms had charges of 2.2-2.3. The
Bader spin charge of a V polaron site was 0.9e - 1.1e and of a non-polaron site was 0.1e - 0.2e.
We noted that Bader charge was not particularly helpful in discerning polaron formation in
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Figure 27: Example polarons formed in m-BiVO4 using 4% V-O bond distortion. Shown is
the spin density around the polaronic V site. The numbers show the % that the V-O bonds
increased upon polaron formation. Grey spheres are V and red spheres are O.
m-BiVO4 since the difference between the charge of a polaron site and a non-polaron site was
about 0.1e. Secondly, we checked if there were lattice distortions surrounding the polaron
site compared to the neutral m-BiVO4 bulk to confirm polaron formation.
4.3.2 Bond Distortion Method
Figure 28 shows that without initial V-O bond distortions (0% V-O bonds distortion), no
polaron was formed no matter what U value was applied. We saw that when a polaron
was formed, 2%, 4%, 6% and 8% distortions always converged to the same polaron solution.
This result was more consistent than in TiO2 and m-HfO2, because in TiO2 calculations, at
certain U values, 2% distortion did not form polaron and in m-HfO2, certain combinations of
intia; % distortion and U value did not form polaron. We found that a polaron was formed
with U ≥ 2 eV (Figure 28. Similar to results with TiO2 and m-HfO2, we found that as the
U value increased, the polaron structure became more stable than the delocalized structure.
Figure 29 shows the average, minimum and maximum V-O bond elongations upon po-
laron formation. Unlike TiO2 and m-HfO2, the distortions of the four V-O bonds surrounding
the V polaronic site were all very similar, indicating the polaron was more symmetric than
other polarons. These average, minimum and miximum V-O bond elongations increased as
U values increased, and reached a common value of about 5.2%.
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Figure 28: Polaron formation energies in m-BiVO4 using 0% and 4% initial V-O bond
distortions versus Ueffective. A full listing of polaron formation energies using different intial
% distortions is shown in the Appendix, Table A7.
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Figure 29: Average, minimum and maximum V-O bond distorations for polaron solutions
at different U values using an initial 4% distortion.
Figure 30: Projected density of states for m-BiVO4 using different U values where a polaron
formed. The zero energy was chosen as the conduction band minimum (CBM). The polaron
exists as a small gap state predominantly on V atoms. At U values of 7 eV and greater, the
polaron state was completely within the valence band.
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We also analyzed the electronic properties of m-BiVO4 structures where polarons formed.
Figure 30 shows the projected density of state for m-BiVO4 for calculations with U = 2-7
eV. At, higher U values (U = 8-10 eV), the polaron state was completely within the valence
band, so are not shown in the graph. Similar to TiO2 and m-HfO2 results, we saw that
when the polaron formed at low U values (U = 2 eV), the polaron state is located near the
conduction band minimum. As the U value increased, the polaron state shifted toward the
valence band before completely merging with the valence band at around U = 7 eV.
Figure 31: Total number of self consistent field (SCF) steps needed for convergence for the
cases when a polaron formed in m-BiVO4.
To determine which initial % distortion allowed the quickest polaron formation, we com-
pared the total number of SCF steps between each % distortion (Figure 31). The total
number of SCF steps was summed up from all the geometry steps. We saw that for U ≤ 8
eV, inital 4% distortion structures in general converged the fastest. This was due to the
similarity between the starting geometry with 4% distortion and the polaron structure, as
shown in Figure 29. For U ≥ 9eV , 6% distortion started to converge faster the 4%, becaues
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the final bbond distortion of the polaron structures at these U values were closer to 6% than
4%.
To conclude, for m-BiVO4, we saw that when a polaron was formed 2, 4, 6 and 8%
gave the same polaron solutions. With regard to convergence speed, 4% and 6% initial
distortions generally outperformed the 2% and 8% distortions due to their close resemblance
to the actual polaron solutions.
4.3.3 Electron Attractor Method
Figure 32: Polaron formation energy in (m-BiVO4 using the electron attractor method where
a V atom is replaced by Cr to create initial geometries/wavefunctions. U(V) and U(Cr)
represent the U values employed on V and Cr, respectively. Results from the bond distortion
method (4% distortion) are also shown for comparison. The complete results are shown in
the Appendix, Table A8).
Figure 32 shows the polaron formation energies employed on V was larger than that in
bond distortion method (U(V ) ≥ 2 eV to form polaron). Moreover, we also found that
electron attractor method frequently gave meta-stable polaron structures, in which the un-
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paired electron was not localized on a single V atom as in the bond distortion method, but
was localized on two neighboring V sites, as shown in Figure 33. These meta-stable polaron
structures were about 0.5 eV less stable than the most stable polaron solutions (when the
electron was localized on a single V atom).
Figure 33: A meta-stable polaron structure obtained from the electron attractor method,
in which the electron is localized on two neighboring V atoms. The spin density results are
shown for the case of U(V) = U(Ti) = 8eV. Grey spheres are V, red spheres are O and
purple spheres are Bi.
To understand why using the electron attractor method polaron formation required a
larger U(V) than the bond distortion method, and why meta-stable polaron structures were
found using electron attractor method, we analyzed the average Cr-O bond distortion for
converged solution after replacing V with Cr, but before the substitute atom was removed
and replaced by V (Figure 34a) and the Bader spin density of Cr for converged solutions
after replacing V with Cr (Figure 34b). Figure 34a shows that when U(Cr) = 0 and 4 eV,
Cr-O bonds were always shortened, leading to unfavorable structures for polaron formation
since polaron formation would elongate V-O bonds. Using U(Cr) = 8 eV elongated Cr-O
bonds for U(V ) ≤ 6 eV. Figure 34b shows that using U(Cr) = 8 eV overestimated the Bader
spin density of the polaron site, while U(Cr) = 0 and 4 eV gave a spin density close to actual
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Figure 34: (a) Average Cr-O bond distortions compared to bulk m-BiVO4 for converged
solutions after replacing V with Cr, but before the substitute atom was removed and replaced
by V and (b) The Bader spin charges of Cr for converged solution after replacing V with Cr,
but before the substitute atom was removed and replaced by V.
polaron formation. From these results, we could conclude that both initial geometries and
wavefunctions were important to converge to the most stable polaron solution.
Figure 35 shows that the total number of SCF steps using the bond distortion method
(4% disotrtion) was significantly smaller than using the electron attractor method. Similar to
the TiO2 results, we believe that the bond distortion method converged faster than electron
attractor method because of the similarity between bond distortion initial geometry and
actual polaron solution (Figure 29. On the contrary, the electron attractor method gave an
unfavorable starting geometry for polaron formation by shortening the V-O bonds and thus
converged slower.
4.3.4 Polarons and Hybrid Functionals with m-BiVO4
Similar to calculations with TiO2 and m-HfO2, we employed the HSE06
68 hybrid functional
to study polaron formation in m-BiVO4. We used previously converged GGA+U results
(geometry and wavefunction) as the initial guesses and then relaxed the systems using HSE06
functional. We started with both polaron and delocalized solutions from GGA+U to see if
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Figure 35: The total number of SCF steps for calculations in which polarons formed using
the electron attractor method for m-BiVO4. Data from the bond distortion method (4%
distortion) is shown for comparison. A tabulated results is shown in the Appendix, Table
A8.
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polaron formation depended on the initial geometry and wavefunction.
We found that a polaron was formed only when we started with a polaron solution as
the initial guess. A delocalized solution was found when we started with a delocalized guess.
The polaron formation energy was -0.83 eV, which is equivalent to calculation obtained
from GGA+U using U ∼ 4 eV. The polaron Bader charge was 2.1 e- and the Bader spin
charge value was 0.94 e-. The polaron state was about 2.49 eV below the conduction band
(Figure 36b). A similar polaron location in m-BiVO4 was obtain by Kweon et al.,
22 in
which a polaron was found to lie about 2.4 eV below the conduction band minimum. Using
the dielectric-dependent hybrid (DDH) functional, Seo et al.87 predicted a polaron location
of 1.79 eV below the conduction band. To the best of our knowledge, there has been no
experimental data to verify the electron level below the conduction band of m-BiVO4. As a
result, no conclusion could be drawn about the accuracy of modeling polaron using GGA+U
and HSE06.
Figure 36: (a) m-BiVO4 band gap versus Ueffective compared with HSE06 and experimental
results.(b) Polaron state below the CBM for GGA+U and HSE06 results. The experimental
band gap for m-BiVO4 is about 2.34 eV, and was obtained from Tokunaga et al.
88
We also compared the band gap of m-BiVO4 using GGA, GGA+U and HSE06 and ex-
perimental results. Experimentally, the band gap of m-BiVO4 was found to be 2.34 eV.
88
We found that GGA underestimated the band gap by about 0.3 eV. Similar band gap un-
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derestimation using GGA was obtained by Saker et al.67 By increasing U value, we obtained
the experimental band gap of m-BiVO4 at U = 4 eV. HSE06 significantly overestimated the
band gap, predicting the band gap value of 3.1 eV. Similar band gap overestimation was
observed by Kweon et al.,22 who showed that using 25% HF exchange gave a band gap of
3.5 eV.
5 Conclusions
We modeled electron polaron formation in four different metal oxides: TiO2 rutile, TiO2
anatase, m-HfO2 and m-BiVO4. We employed two methods to model polaron, bond dis-
tortion method and electron attractor method. To overcome the self-interaction error in
Density Functional Theory, we used two types of correction, Hubbard correction and hybrid
functionals.
We showed that to form polaron, an initial distortion surrounding the polaron site must be
introduced to the bulk structure accompanied with Hubbard correction (U values). We found
that the U value employed significantly affected the polaron formation. To form polaron,
the U values employed must be equal or greater than 3 eV, 4eV, 6 eV and 2 eV for TiO2
rutile, TiO2 anatase, m-HfO2 and m-BiVO4 were 3 eV, 4eV, 6 eV and 2 eV, respectively.
At U values closer to these cutoffs, electron might be localized on several polaronic site
instead of a single polaronic site, such as in m-HfO2. As the U value increased, the electron
became completely localized on a single site. We also found that for each material, as the
U value increased, the spatial extention of the polaron, or the lattice distortion surrounding
the polaron site increased and reached a common value.
Using bond distortion method, with different U value, we found that a certain level of
distortion must be introduced to form a polaron. For instance, at U = 3 eV in rutile, 2%
bond distortion resulted in no polaron formation while 4, 6 and 8% distortion gave polaron
structure. When a polaron structure formed, different initial structures converged to the
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same polaron solution. In general, using 4% initial distortion allowed the polaron structure
to converge the fastest. We found no significant trend between the speed of calculation in
terms of the number of self-consistent field steps and the initial % distortion and the U value.
Using electron attractor method, we tested two substitute atoms in TiO2 calculations (V
and Cr) but only tested one substitute atom for m-HfO2 (Ta) and m-BiVO4 (Cr) because
of time limitation. We found that electron attractor method required a larger U cutoff
than bond distortion method to form polaron. Electron attractor method attracted allowed
better starting charge density be attracting the electron to a substitute atom site, but in
most cases it shortened the bond surrounding that site. Since polaron formation elongated
bonds surrounding the polaron site, electron attractor method gave a poor starting geometry
for polaron calculations. The poor starting geometry might result in no polaron formation or
meta-stable polaron structure. We also found that the convergence with electron attractor
was slower than bond distortion method due to the poor prediction of polaron structure.
Therefore, based on the accuracy and speed of polaron calculations, we would recommend
the bond distortion method over electron attractor method to model polaron in metal oxides.
In hybrid functional (HSE06) calculations, we found polaron formation only in TiO2
rutile and m-BiVO4. We saw that starting from converged polaron structure with GGA+U
might form a polaron (TiO2 rutile and m-BiVO4) or a delocalized solution (TiO2 anatase and
m-Hfo2). Starting from a delocalized solution from GGA+U, we always obtained delocalized
solution. Studying the electronic structure of polaron, we found that by tuning the U values,
we were able to obtain the experimental polaron state within the band gap in TiO2 rutile
and anatase, and m-HfO2. HSE06 slightly overestimated the polaron state below conduction
band in TiO2 rutile. We noted that by increasing the % Hartree-Fock exchange and increasing
the modeled supercell, we might be able to obtain polaron formation with hybrid functional,
as such methods were conducted to form polaron in TiO2 anatase.
21 We also looked at
the band gap prediction of GGA+U and HSE06 in comparison to experimental values. By
tuning the U value, GGA+U could obtain the experimental band gap for all four materials.
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HSE06 overestimated the band gap, slightly in TiO2 rutile and anatase, and significantly in
m-BiVO4. HSE06 gave good band gap prediction for m-HfO2. We also noted that HSE06
was significantly more computational expensive and GGA+U calculation.
In conclusion, we found that using bond distortion method with 4% initial distortion was
generally ideal for all the studied materials. The degree of Hubbard correction (U value) was
significantly important for polaron formation. In modeling polaron, the U value in GGA+U
might be tuned to fit experimental measurement of polaron state within the band. HSE06
was able to form polaron in certain materials, but a larger supercell might be needed to form
polaron for other materials.
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1 TiO2
1.1 Bond distortion method
Table A1: Polaron formation energy in eV for TiO2 rutile at different U values and different
initial %distortion. A negative value shows that a polaron is formed is formed. Non-negative




1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.29 -0.56 -0.83 -1.12 -1.42 -1.73 -2.05
4 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.07 -0.29 -0.56 -0.83 -1.12 -1.42 -1.73 -2.05
6 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.07 -0.29 -0.55 -0.83 -1.12 -1.42 -1.73 -2.05
8 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.07 -0.29 -0.56 -0.83 -1.12 -1.42 -1.73 -2.05
1
Table A2: Polaron formation energy in eV for TiO2 rutile at different U values and different
initial %distortion. A negative value and values with indicated mean that a polaron is




0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.25 -0.53 -0.84 -1.16 -1.50 -1.86
4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.01 -0.25 -0.53 -0.84 -1.16 -1.50 -1.86
6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00∗ -0.25 -0.53 -0.84 -1.16 -1.50 -1.86
8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00∗ -0.25 -0.53 -0.84 -1.16 -1.50 -1.86
Figure A1: Projected density of states for TiO2 anatase using different U values where a
polaron is formed. The zero energy is chosen as the conduction band minimum (CBM). The
polaron exists as a small gap state predominantly on Ti atoms. As U value increasd, the
polaron state was shifted from the conduction band to the valence band.
2
1.2 Electron attractor method
Table A3: Polaron formation energy in eV for TiO2 anatase at different U(Ti), U(V) and
U(Cr) values. A negative value means that a polaron is formed. Non-negative value indicates
that no polaron is formed.
U (Ti) (eV)
U on substituted atoms 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
U(V) = 0 eV 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.83 -1.12 -1.42
U(V) = 4eV 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.83 -1.12 -1.42
U(V) = 8eV 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.83 -1.12 -0.66
U(Cr) = 0eV 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.83 -1.12 -1.28
U(Cr) = 4eV 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.13 -0.40 -0.83 -0.98 -1.28
U(Cr) = 8eV 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.29 -0.55 -0.69 -0.98 -1.28
Table A4: Polaron formation energy in eV for TiO2 anatase at different U(Ti), U(V) and
U(Cr) values. A negative value means that a polaron is formed. A non-negative value and
values with $ indicated mean that no polaron is formed.
U (Ti) (eV)
U on substituted atoms 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
U(V) = 0 eV 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.34
U(V) = 4eV 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -1.16
U(V) = 8eV 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.84 -1.16
U(Cr) = 4eV 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.15$
U(Cr) = 8eV 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.08$
3
2 m-HfO2
2.1 Bond distortion method
Table A5: Polaron formation energy in eV for m-HfO2 at different U values and different
initial %distortion. A negative value means that a polaron is formed. A non-negative value




0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.04$ -0.06 -0.09 -0.23 -0.39 -0.01$
4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.04$ -0.04$ -0.06 -0.09 -0.23 -0.39 -0.59
6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.03$ -0.04$ -0.06 -0.09 -0.23 -0.39 -0.59
8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.04$ -0.04$ -0.06 0.00 -0.23 -0.39 -0.59
2.2 Electron attractor method
Table A6: Polaron formation energy in eV for m-HfO2 at different U(Hf) and U(Ta) values.
A negative value means that a polaron is formed. A non-negative value and values with $
indicated mean that no polaron is formed.
U (Hf) (eV)
U on substituted atoms 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
U(Ta) = 0eV 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.02 -0.04 -0.03 0.01 -0.01
U(Ta) = 4eV 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.02 -0.04 -0.03 0.00 -0.01
U(Ta) = 8eV 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.02 -0.04 -0.03 0.01 -0.01
4
3 m-BiVO4
3.1 Bond distortion method
Table A7: Polaron formation energy in eV for m-BiVO4 at different U values and different
initial %distortion. A negative value means that a polaron is formed. A non-negative value




0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 0.00 0.00 -0.25 -0.50 -0.77 -1.05 -1.36 -1.68 -2.00 -2.35 -2.70
4 0.00 0.00 -0.25 -0.50 -0.77 -1.05 -1.36 -1.68 -2.00 -2.35 -2.70
6 0.00 0.00 -0.25 -0.50 -0.77 -1.05 -1.36 -1.68 -2.00 -2.35 -2.70
8 0.00 0.00 -0.25 -0.50 -0.77 -1.05 -1.36 -1.68 -2.00 -2.35 -2.70
3.2 Electron attractor method
Table A8: Polaron formation energy in eV for m-BiVO4 at different U(V) and U(Cr) values.
A negative value means that a polaron is formed. A non-negative value and values with $
indicated mean that no polaron is formed.
U (V) (eV)
U on substituted atoms 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
U(Cr) = 0eV 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.77 -0.47 -1.36 -1.68 -1.51
U(Cr) = 4eV 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.77 -1.05 -0.71 -1.68 -2.00
U(Cr) = 8eV 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.50 -0.77 -1.05 -0.71 -1.68 1.51
5
